
Smart Connective



Supply Chain Management Sourcing & Manufacturing Vendor Management Compliance & Audits

We’re trailblazers in building 
smart-core momentum for global 
value chain management.



At Setlog we like to think of value 
chains holistically. More than a decade 
ago we set out to develop groundbrea-
king software code for effective supply 
chain and vendor management. This 
became OSCA®, the smart hub integra-
ting complex value chain processes 
from in- to outbound on one universal 
cloud-based platform.

OSCA® provides real-time access to 
crucial information at your finger tip: 
transparent and coherent. It’s univer-
sal, uniting each clients’ global inter-
faces on one smart platform. And it’s 
adaptive to the dimension you need. 
Bottom line? OSCA® is your straight-
forward single truth about even the 
most complex value chains.



Meet OSCA®, our smart product suite  
of cloud-based software solutions 
empowering highly efficient, optimized 
value chain management as well as 
stringent and compliant vendor 
management. OSCA® has been spe-
cifically designed for real-time online 
use. That way you have all the relevant 
information available, wherever and 
whenever you need it most.

Swift collaboration of all partners / 
parties on a single platform ensures 
maximum transparency along your 
entire supply chain. OSCA’s modular 
configuration as well as the intercon-
nectivity of individual product compo-
nents provides you with the best setup 
to meet your needs. Plug-ins can be 
implemented instantly and hassle-free 
at any time.



OSCA® SCM 
to boost efficiency in

supply chain management.

OSCA® VCM  
to safeguard compliance in 

vendor management.

Purchase Order

Logistics

Production Control

Reporting

Vendor Information

Social & Quality Audits

Collaboration

Rating



Equalize the digital degree of your
supply chain at 99% to streamline 
in- and outbound processes – in 
time, in budget and with peace of 
mind. That’s what OSCA® does:

1. One platform, one truth 
2. Better process, better margin
3. Share workflows, bridge gaps
4. Slash lifecycles, add ROI
5. Universally connective



It’s our aim as the 
leading sports 
dealer in the world 
to have the perfect 
supply chain orga-
nization.
Kim Roether, Intersport

Synced processes, slashed time-to-
market, and real-time data superiority 
are just some of the reasons for our 
growing client base. And it wouldn’t be 
OSCA®, if it was difficult to integrate:
Clients save up to 75% on time and in-
ternal resources needed to implement 
OSCA® into their value chain workflow 
as compared to other business process 
software.
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If you think it’s smart to get connective, let us know. 
We’d be happy to meet.


